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The relationship between architectural production and discourse has a history of ever-changing 
reciprocities, from parallel streams and convergent events to periods of estrangement. In this 
field the analytical and reflective forces interact with the projective and speculative futures. 
This thesis has the ambition to integrate these disparate distinctions, both conceptually and 
methodologically, by proposing a genealogic classification system as the medium to re-think 
the relations between the architectural artefacts in the history of the discipline, and to project 
new architectures from it.
The first assumption of the thesis, in regard to the history of the discipline, is the recognition of 
the incompleteness of any possible record of it. It would be difficult to assert that it is possible 
to approach any abstract pool of materials as complete archive. It is also recognised that in 
the evolutionary sciences, the search for an idea of origin in species opened a rich field of 
investigation that was nonetheless full of gaps, and that a constant revelation of associations 
continues to this day. This will be the place of work of the thesis: far from the search of any 
essentiality, the intention is to set in motion a process that will generate novelty from the in-
between of architectural knowledge. 
The second assumption, in regard to existing objects of study, is that it is necessary to decouple 
the objects of study from belonging to any self-referential textual or historical account. 
Genealogical construction provides an opportunity to evaluate familiar objects from a new 
point of view without seeking to validate or perpetuate any particular dialogue of continuity, 
although it will in time generate new ones. In order to do so, the thesis will explore the means of 
description, by drawing and computational modelling, of the characteristics of the case studies 
and explore the notion of trait.

TOWARD A GENEALOGIC ARCHITECTURE
A machinic taxonomy

Anna Font

Models of plaster, cardboard, and wax for the design of Kansai Library’s undulating floor plates. RUR 1996

Thesis Structure 

I. Double-Sidedness: Conceptual Affiliations and its Architectural Genealogy
II. Classification Systems: Taxonomy and Phylum

III. Evolutionary Theories of Projection: Punctuated Equilibrium and Theoretical Morphology
IV. Trait vs Type: Cultures of Description
V. Machinic Taxonomy: The Alloy Model

Abstract of Chapter I.
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

DOUBLE-SIDEDNESS
Conceptual Affiliations and its Architectural Genealogy

The thesis will gather studies from philosophy and the evolutionary sciences to define the terms 
of an argument understood as a double pair of crossed relationships.
The first pair: The definition of the machinic as postulated by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari 
in their “Treatise on Nomadology”, is constituted by the concepts of machinic assemblage, 
phylum, and trait. These components formulate a vitalist understanding of material behaviour in 
technological artefacts establishing a direct affiliation with an idea of non-linear evolution that 
opens the process of conceptualization of the singular and, ultimately, the projection of novelty 
as expansion of the threads of knowledge from the past. In direct dialogue with non-linearity, the 
theory of punctuated equilibrium by Stephen Jay Gould incorporates the notion of punctuation 
as the acknowledgment of gaps, followed by the need to generate hypothesis between the known 
(the fossil record) to achieve a major understanding of the formation of difference in species.
The second pair: The subfields of cladistics and of theoretical morphology, both from the 
palaeontological branch of the evolutionary sciences, will be the means for the incorporation of 
a method of classification and a method of projection, respectively. The categories embedded 
on cladistics will mediate the concepts of phylum and trait towards an operative mode of 
description. Similarly, the layout of theoretical morphospace will provide the context for the 
three-dimensional relationship of case studies, making apparent the space of their in-between 
projections beyond any metaphoric understanding of such claim.
The relationships within and between the pairs of sources will be examined as a set of forces that 
feedback to one another: the machinic singular as punctuated event, the trait as singularity, the 
trait as means of definition of a clade, the clade as assemblage of singularities, the morphologic 
device as generator of individuals beyond clade sampling. As the work unfolds these relations 
will be defined through textual and drawing/modelling exegesis.

Director of Studies M. Weinstock Second Supervisor M. Lathouri



The thesis explores the ritual of sacred travel to the City of Jerusalem. It places pilgrimage as
a project in which the pilgrim, as an independent subject who is led by spiritual orientation,
contributes to the appropriation of the cities and landscapes that he or she is perpetually
crossing. While pilgrimage is indeed acknowledged as a journey in pursuit of a religious
objective, it will nevertheless be studied, in this thesis, as a powerful social and cultural vector
that often destabilized the economic, civic, and political conditions of the places of worship.

The thesis will expand the definition of pilgrimage to Jerusalem by including a variety of
analogous ‘Jerusalems’ that proliferated around the world as pilgrimage sites in their own right.
As such, it will place the ritual of travel to the City of Jerusalem as a flexible practice that is
not geographically confined but could be enacted by the varied combination of text, place,
memory, and visual imagination— all of which are inherent components of Christian devotion.
The thesis will unfold both chronologically and thematically in order to explore how the
mentality of pilgrims and the scenography of pilgrimage has produced particular structures,
landscapes, and representations that I refer to as the Architecture of Pilgrimage. Each of the five
chapters looks both into a specific era in the history of Jerusalem pilgrimage (early Christianity,
the Middle Ages, the beginning of Modernity and the 20th Century), as well as a particular
theme, such as the fabrication of sacred landscapes, the intelligence of analogical thinking, the
importance of movement in ritual, the politics of heritage and preservation, and the formation
of collective memory. While these paradigmatic ideas did not necessarily originate in Jerusalem,
the city’s condition allows their examination in a state of acceleration and saturation.

TOWARDS JERUSALEM:
The Architecture of Pilgrimage

Gili Merin 

Thesis Structure 

I.The New Topographics: The Birth of Christian Pilgrimage to Jerusalem 

II. The Basilica and the Rotunda: Analogy and the rise of alternative ‘Jerusalems’ 

III. Theatricality and Discipline: Devotion to the Stations of the Cross in Renaissance Italy   

IV. The Innocents Abroad : Tourism, Heritage and the end of Pilgrimage 

An overview of the whole thesis
will be presented on Wednesday, June 30th

Director of Studies P. V. Aureli Second Supervisor M. S. Giudici

The Holy Sepulchre of Cambridge, UK (Gili Merin, 2019)



Regarding China as a subject, this thesis is going to use psychoanalysis to approach a question: 
what is Chineseness and national identity in architecture? There are three hypotheses:Is 
Chineseness the collectively repressed desires(dream)? Is Chineseness defined by the gaze of 
the west(others)?Is Chineseness based on the hieroglyphic system(instinct)? Underneath these 
three hypotheses, the structure of dream also need to be discussed: dream is the production of 
culture, is culture also a production of dream?
There are four parts of research content. First, the importation of “Chineseness”in the west,the 
relationship between China and the west, and the capacity for mistranslation. Second, idea 
of mistranslation in China and Chinese notion of architectural terms. Third, how does the 
stylization play different role in Chinese and western discourse. Fourth, the representation of 
western tradition and Chinese tradition. Among which, the mistranslation between China and 
the west, as a performance of subconscious, serves as an entrance to tackle the whole question. 
For instance, the mistranslation of “Chinese” in chinoiserie architecture, and the mistranslation 
and misimportantion of “Beaux-Arts” and “modernism” in China. Why does western “Beaux-
Arts” transit into “modernism” while the “Beaux-Arts” goes into another way in China?

DREAM, GAZE, INSTINCT
Chineseness and National Identity in Architecture

Tian Pan 

Porcelain tower of Nanjing in 1412/The Great Pagoda at Kew/Porcelain tower of Nanjing in 2020

Thesis Structure 

I.The Entrance of the Dream: Mistranslation Between China and the West
II. Instinct and Language: Chinese Notion of Architectural Terms

III. Super-ego: Internalization of “the West” in China
 IV. Three-in-one: Mental Structure of Chineseness

Abstract of Chapter I. 
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

THE ENTRANCE OF THE DREAM
Mistranslation Between China and the West

This chapter focus on the architectural mistranslation between China and the west, especially 
the mistranslation of “Chineseness” in the west and the misimportation of “modern” in China. 
The place where mistranslation occurs is where the suppressed collective subconsciousness 
begins to appear. Two interrelated cases will be discussed: the past and present of the porcelain 
tower of Nanjing and western mistranslation of the Craft of Gardens(Yuan Ye)
The glazed pagoda of Great Baoen temple(The porcelain tower of Nanjing) was built in 1412. 
It was a nine-story octahedral pagoda, made of colored glass, and covered with white porcelain.
In 1654, John Nieuhof, a painter of the delegation of the Dutch East India Company drew a 
painting of this tower, soon made it popular in Europe and serve as a prototype of chinoiserie 
architecture. For example, the design of the Great pagoda at Kew Garden was based on this 
tower. However, Nieuhof’s painting includes many misinterpretations which were inherited 
by the Great pagoda at Kew Garden. This long-accumulated misunderstanding of Chinese 
architecture could also be seen in the translation the Craft of Gardens(Yuan Ye)
The original porcelain tower of Nanjing was mostly destroyed in the 19th century during the 
course of the Taiping Rebellion. The reconstruction of it started from 2007.The new tower is 
made of steel structure, ultra white glass and other light materials. At night, it uses intelligent 
control LED and long-range projection to reappear the Buddha(candle) light in the past. The 
initials of using glass tower to rebuild the original one is highly related to the concept of 
“contemporary” “modern”and “new technology”. The new tower is regarded as the microcosm 
of Chinese modernisation and the its prospects for the new era.

Director of Studies Mark Campbell Second Supervisor Doreen Bernath 



The interest in child’s play in the present research lies in the fact that it is the working out into a 
visible shape of an internal process of imaginative projection. I am interested in the relationship 
between the physical frame and the perceptual experience, the unseen field of abstract relations 
that the infant’s body experiences in space through play. The message, the speak of, or the 
meaning for the enactment of play. 

The infant’s play results from the psychical and physical environmental conditions related 
to earlier years. There is a reciprocal action between earlier bodily movement in the infant 
and imagination between sense and the object. The physical environment gives the projected 
imagination habitation and provides support in the real world for play, the imaginative-
embodiment. In this way, infant play follows a specific unconscious structure. Moreover, it 
is the primary caregiver-child unit and how this first space is set up and develops that shapes 
play. I propose that the primary environment and relation determines the infant’s play in the 
playground setting. 

Another word for the setting is location, and in this way, the dialogue between the infant and 
the playground is about a sense of order or non-order that comes with the way space and objects 
are arranged.  How is the playground design is how it offers space to the infant. That is to say,  
how the infant moves, act out and play. A perfectly fit playground for children might not be the 
beautiful space we have in mind. On the contrary, it can be a place that celebrates ambiguity, 
disorder and unpretentiousness. Perhaps the idea of an Apollonian playground that contains 
equilibrium and symmetry as a static language has to change to one governed by Dionysian 
forces. But not control, regulations or policies. My thesis is that the place for children play can 
never be landscapes of logic, although playgrounds are designed with exactitude. 

The landscape of Play
Gabriela Jimenez

Playground at Hutchesontown, 1960s, University of Glasgow Archive, DC 127 Homes in High Flats collection

Thesis Structure 

I.Setting the Ground. Play and Place

II. Play, Body and Movement 

III. History, Space and Children. No Space for Play 
 

IV. Play in a state of emergency

An overview of the whole thesis
will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

Director of Studies Mark Campbell Second Supervisor Manolis Stavrakakis      Third Supervisor Parveen Adams



Playing on the ambivalence of the term vecindad, the thesis argues that the study of a domestic 
architectural typology can become a framework through which to read the history and make-up 
of the city. Vecindad translates to neighbourhood, stemming from (Spanish) vecino which means 
both, neighbour and close, alluding to proximity, a relationship of close distance. Furthermore, 
a vecindad in Mexico is a building typology that groups households through a central street 
or courtyard. As such, the thesis investigates domestic space and its redistribution in the 
metropolitan city, through a popular, yet disappearing residential typology, characterised by 
groups sharing a common domesticity. The notion of vicinity is central to the thesis’s argument, 
as observed within the historic and legislative context of housing in Mexico City since the pre-
colonial period into the present. Using typology as a study framework, the thesis acknowledges 
an indigenous Mexican tradition of household collectivity and city-making that endured and 
actively informed centuries of Spanish colonialism and later independent political reform.

The investigation traces the history of Mexico City through three distinct urban and 
architectural categories explored through time: the grid, the urban block, and the house. Each 
category finds a dialectic counterpart within indigenous Mesoamerican ideologies embodied 
in Nahua cultures; the altepetl, tlaxilacalli and calli. Their study within post-colonial Mexico 
City offers an alternative reading of how the city was inhabited from the outset, the ensuing 
housing legislation and the instrumental reforms that followed. The thesis also follows the city’s 
inhabitants changing and varying identities, paying close attention to how these inform the 
redistribution of their space for housing and services as a result of necessity rather than design. 
The proposal responds to the need for studying and constructing alternative forms of housing 
that can respond to current needs that are not satisfied by existing industrial models. 

VECINDAD
Redistribution of Domestic Space in Mexico City 1519-2021

Lola Lozano Lara

Unknown scribe, Indigenous house compound, barrio San Juan Moyotlan 1593

Thesis Structure 

I.Introduction: Spatial, State and Family Relations
II. Dividing and Representing Land: The Grid in Pre-Hispanic and Colonial Mexico
III. Unity Makes Strength: The Urban Block through Independence and Revolution

IV. Divide and Conquer: The House from Welfare to Neoliberalism

V. A project of Vecindad

Abstract of Chapter III
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

UNITY MAKES STRENGTH
The Urban Block through Independence and Revolution

The consolidated urban grid that subdivided Mexico City in the 18C is rooted in a pre-Hispanic 
Mesoamerican attitude to land possession, rights and  tenure. The same is true of the urban block 
and the form of housing  it contained - the vecindad - an ever-resilient typology characteristic 
of the city for centuries to come. The block that articulates a casa de vecindad can be traced 
through an Hispanic lineage to Extremadura, Castilla and Andalucía, assimilating earlier Roman 
and Arabic traditions within their own colonisation periods. However, the popular Mexican 
Vecindad and the urban block that contains it, may find a most dominant ancestor in the Mexica 
tlaxilacalli - a residential base constituted through political function, kinship,  and locality. This 
form of neighbourhood - itself rooted in the residential compounds of Teotihuacan  ca. 1000 
years earlier - would turn instrumental in the management, containment and administration of 
a changing, yet continuous, indigenous population throughout the colonial period and beyond 
the era of independence. 

Indigenous political agency was at the heart of the colonial rule, a necessary contradiction 
allowing a distant power to exert control through opportunism. To the official record, an imposed 
Indian-Spanish dichotomy served to characterise the rights, privileges and obligations that each 
class was provided.  However, this was underpinned by a more fluid and fragile caste system that, 
in time, allowed the shifting of a subject’s identity to suit individual or corporate interests. The 
city territorial divide would also become deliberately blurred, whilst old-established indigenous 
sociopolitical practices incorporated into the early colonial government entered in conflict with 
liberal ideals to abolish caste subdivision and territorial marginalisation. Far from an upgrade in 
social status, the indigenous subject was negated by the Mexican independent state, in favour 
of an emerging bourgeois class. Yet, an indigenous presence and form of life endured, driving 
resilience from an engrained domestic tradition assimilated into an emerging mestizo residential 
typology, ubiquitously informing the urban city block.

Director of Studies P. V. Aureli Second Supervisor M. S. Giudici



This thesis aims to unfold different narratives of sustainability in general and of sustainable 
architecture in particular. Because the term emerged in connection with forestry in the 18th 
century in Germany, the investigation starts at this specific time and place. 
Sustainability is a bio-economic strategy that emerged as a reaction to the growing capitalist 
exploitation of nature and the subsequent resource crisis of the 18th century: “the scarcity of 
wood”. This circumstance leads in the first part of the thesis to the material wood itself. Thereby 
significant is the cultural history of the material as one of the most important building materials 
and as the primary energy resource before the fossil fuel era emerged. The cultural meaning 
of timber is historically coined by biblical and architectural writings. These documents offer 
access to understand not only the historical representation of the material but also its historical 
processing and enable an understanding of the current discourse on architecture. 
Secondly, the thesis continues in investigating on the management of the material in its territorial 
dimension. The forest in Germany was increasingly turned from a common land into a private 
property in the 18th and 19th  century until the year 1848. It was the year of the Marchrevolution 
and the moment of the social crisis during the shift from an agrarian to an industrial capitalism. 
While the German forest was closed for the collective, it became a symbol for a national identity 
and was seen as a German cultural landscape with a fundamentally racist semantic level in the 20th 
century especially during the Nazi regime. As the forest was later projected as a subject for the 
environmental movement, its material in return became a symbol for nature friendly architecture. 
Thirdly, the examination of the relationship between the material and the territory offers a 
perspective on todays geopolitical complexities. As part of a neoliberal essence, bio-economic 
strategies aim to bypass the limits of growth, they pervade to the very core of life itself. Yet, to 
unfold this complex subject might offer a moment that can not be deterritorialised by capitalist 
exploitation - a line of flight.

NARRATIVES OF SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE
The German Forest as a Contested Territory

Claudia Nitsche

A view on the forest and the Autobahn number 5, picture taken by Erich Wahl in 1956.

Thesis Structure 

I. Wooden Form
II. The German Forest as a Contested Territory

III. Resource Crises and the Development of Bio-Economy
IV. On the Critique of Sustainable Architecture

Abstract of Chapter II.
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

THE GERMAN FOREST AS A CONTESTED TERRITORY
Lebensraum

The German term “Lebensraum” – living space – was first used in the biological science to 
describe a specific territory that is needed for an animal’s survival and its natural development. 
A fundamental precondition for this concept is on the one side the character and the quality of 
the surrounding area (the animal’s environment) that provides the species with vital resources 
and on the other side the spatial capacity of the territory as a balanced relationship between 
the population of the animal and the size of the territory. A “living space” therefore has the 
possibility to shrink and to expand spatially and is able to territorialise and deterritorialise. 
The biological understanding of living space was used in the 19th century in relation to colonial 
imperialism and was adopted by the Nazis to propagate the idea of a native German living 
space. Thereby, the forest was depicted as a fundamental element of the German environment 
which defined spatially in its materialisation the German territory. 
The territorial expansion that took place during the war – especially “the drive towards the 
East” – was propagated with the forestation of the East in literally rooting the trees in the soil to 
Germanize the new territory while overcoming the supposed “Raumnot” – the scarcity of space  
– in creating a new living space that can offer enough vital resources. 
Especially Heinrich Himmler’s masterplan for the East  – “Generalplan Ost” – was developed in 
1941 and entailed the possession and Germanization of Central and Eastern Europe as a violent 
displacement of the non-Aryan population and a targeted settlement of Germanic farmers to 
create an anti-urban utopia that was fundamentally anti-Semitic and anti-Slavic. This plan 
entailed the extermination and eviction of the local population from their homes and lands 
through a forced displacement, ghettoisation and deportation of 31 million people while the 
plan proposed a spatial reorganisation and settlement planning for 4.5 million Germans. It was 
a strategically planned genocide and ethnical cleansing by systematic extermination to create 
Blonde Provinces in an expanded “Lebensraum”.

Director of Studies Marina Lathouri Second Supervisor Hamed Khosravi



This thesis studies the position of Figure Ground in representing urban form, from the Roman 
urban survey plans to today’s digital cartography. It deals with the problematic of prioritization 
while selecting information to be shown or omitted. This question becomes more and more 
relevant in digital cartography where the organization of data relies on software, thus leaving 
the process of foregrounding and backgrounding unsettled. In order to analyze this process, 
the thesis will start by investigating the origins of these terms and their reintroduction into 
architectural discourse by Colin Rowe in Collage City as a formalistic approach. In fact, early 
representations of cities were marked through their visual character aiming to give a symbolic 
idea. They were not very useful for land demarcation, management and fortification projects 
that required accuracy. Moreover, land demarcation was already a concern during the Roman 
colonization period. This method had an important role for land management, ownership and 
solving conflicts. Registration was possible thanks to survey giving birth to the first cadastral 
registry called Forma. This led people to see the city as an abstraction, a measured orthogonal 
projection that embedded information about land. The dichotomy of represented entities here is 
very similar to Figure Ground diagrams. It is from this perspective that I will be investigating 
what triggered this transition from the visual to a calculated representation. First, I will focus 
on Rome where this process has its roots. I will analyze particularly the case of L. Bufalini 
and G.B. Nolli’s map, the first attempts of orthogonal projections. Then, recognizing that this 
representational method is a tool to manage and appropriate land will set the ground for other 
case studies. In fact, it is widely used during the establishment of the enclosures in the 17th 
century in England as an apparatus for dispossession and appropriation of land. And, in a larger 
scale it is used in Ireland during the colonization period as a tool for land redistribution. Then, 
I will be looking at how this process relates within digital cartography, what is enclosed in this 
case and who are the digital landowners? And finally, I will question and explore the ways of 
creating a possibility to establish digital commons with a design project.

FIGURE GROUND
The Process of Prioritization in Representing Urban Form

Ayse Aylin Tarlan

Roman Surveyors, Source: (Salvatore Settis 2003)

Thesis Structure 

I: Figure Ground: Origin and use
II. The Birth of the Orthogonal City Plan: From visual to surveyed representations from the 

16th to 18th century
III.The Deployment of the Geometric: From the English estate maps, cadastral registry to the 

national map of Ireland between the 17th and 19th centuries
IV. Surveying beyond Geometry: Digital cartography and enclosure

Abstract of Chapter IV. 

SURVEYING BEYOND GEOMETRY
Digital cartography and enclosure

The evolution of cartography to represent territory, presents a tight relationship between survey, 
map making and geometry. This process is extensively used during the making of the enclosures 
in England in the 17th century. This historical phenomenon, promoted as a reform to improve 
land, in reality had to do with dispossession of land and led to an intense cartographic production. 
In these representations, that I will be referring to as analog cartography, land is shown as an 
abstraction; as measurements in the form of data that could be categorized and managed. These 
representations have a Figure Ground quality, in which land is reduced to lines. It enforces its 
cadastral quality that has to do with lines that are charged with information about economy and 
land use. Today digital cartography is syne qua non condition in almost every field either to 
represent an environment or phenomenon in relation to space and time. This leads to a paradigm 
shift in which representation is no longer tied to land or rural countryside and no longer enclose 
land but data. This technology is no longer based on tabulations nor lines but is a spherical 
system of projections. And the role of geometry in these maps goes beyond geometry towards 
an algorithmic system. In order to investigate this further, I will be looking at the genealogy of 
this technology used to produce the new cadastral map, GIS based software. To take it back to 
the analogy of the enclosures, the tool used similarly to the line to dispossess land, here this tool 
is used to dispossess data. Also, I will look at the organization of these companies that produce 
GIS based software, the new digital landowners. How do they enclose the data and how do they 
gain profit in this very asymmetrical condition?  And finally, I will demystify the process used to 
enclose data in an open source system that is subservient to software companies reinforcing the 
idea of enclosure. And in this perspective question if there is the possibility to establish digital 
commons and if so, who would be the new commonors?

Director of Studies P. V. Aureli Second Supervisor M. S. Giudici



This research examines the evolution of the city as a social factory and the social movements’ 
protests related to this evolution, focusing on the Italian case study. The city as a social factory 
is understood as a system driven by capital and profit in which production is not limited to 
the workplace but is instead extended to the whole society. This extension occurs through the 
commodification of the spaces in which urban life takes place in order to fulfil the main goal of 
reproducing the labour force – that is, of making people productive. 
This thesis argues that, in order to understand the social factory, it is important to focus on the 
passage from Fordism - when the city was produced according to the factory - to Post-Fordism, 
when that city became the space of production, resulting in the social factory. Within this shift, 
creativity played a pivotal role: it was the way in which workers reclaimed their authonomy, 
their own space of action during the 1970s. Later it was co-opted by the system that happily 
dismissed Fordism and embraced all those values that were put forward by the creative workers 
resulting in spaces dedicated to its production having a key role in urban planning as well as in 
the related exploitation of freelance workers. 
Within this framework, Italy represents a fast-paced laboratory while the Italian movement 
of Autonomy produced extensive theoretical and political contributions on this topic. Over 
the decades, the pursuit of autonomy, both by capitalism and by political organizations, took 
many forms: the mass-worker strikes in the 1960s; the refusal to work and the project of self-
valorization of the 1970s; and, in the 1980s, the act of squatting in abandoned buildings and the 
establishment of the CSOAs - the self-managed occupied social centres - where culture, politics 
and creativity could be supported.
Ultimately, this thesis investigates the role of urban policies within the Roman area in enabling 
a system of social factory workshops. The latter imagined as a critique of the CSOA and an 
opportunity to challenge the relentless nature of capitalism.

The Social Factory: architecture and social movements from 
autonomy to precarity. Italy 1899-2020

Enrica Mannelli

CSOA Forte Prenestino, the access to the squatted fortress

Thesis Structure 

I. The factory and the city: Fiat in Turin and the rise of the mass-worker
II. Working Slowly: the rise of the socialised worker in late 1970s Bologna

III. From the benches to the CSOA: squatted spaces and the autonomous subject
IV. The creative district: the freelancer and the commodification of creativity

V. The social factory: a project for Rome

Abstract of Chapter III
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

From the benches to the CSOA
Squatted spaces and the autonomous subject

The kidnapping and murder of the leader of the Christian Democratic party Aldo Moro by the 
Red Brigades in 1978 is the event that marks the end of the most politicisized years of the Italian 
country. The difficulty of dealing with such an escalation of violence driven by a few extra-
parliamentary groups, resulted in the State’s strong response in order to guarantee stability: 
what Virno defines as a proper counter revolution consisted of the State repression of social 
insubordination and of a massive effort in the restoration of traditional values that have been 
questioned during the 1970s such as the central role of work and family within society.
Within this framework, the research looks at the emergence of the CSOA, the self-managed 
occupied social centre, a phenomenon that gave rise to a movement that quickly spread throughout 
Italy and led to the illegal occupation of over 250 vacant buildings in 15 years. In a moment of 
stagnation and repression that followed the years of the revolution, the CSOAs represented, at 
the same time, a set of services at the scale of the neighbourhood and the only means and place 
of expression of the political discourse started by the 1970s movements, promoting a public 
sphere not filtered by the State apparatus, and building up an free environment for discussion.
This chapter focuses on the evolution of the idea of the social centre: from the leftist project 
of the social condenser in a constant dialogue with the city, to its antagonist appropriation 
based on the refusal of the city. In fact, the idea of the social centre arose already in the 1950s 
in the writings of many leftist intellectuals as a specific space with the pivotal role of fostering 
community within the urban context: a place that is neither the house, nor the workplace. While 
this project has never taken a proper form (with the exception of the isolated case of Bologna’s 
big containers), in the years of State’s repression the squatted version of the social centre 
became the symbol of the antagonist project: the CSOAs were meant to build a proper network 
of islands where to resist capitalism and express the refusal towards any institutional project, 
while challenging self-production and an independent spread of culture.

Director of Studies P. V. Aureli Second Supervisor M. S. Giudici



By approaching architecture as choreography, and through choreography, this transdisciplinary 
research investigates how choreographic thinking and its creative process especially 
contemporary dance practice, can inspire and provoke architecture in its making and experience. 
By directly engaging with movement and choreography, while learning from its practice and 
theory, the research seeks to re-evaluate the role of the body in architectural inquiry, developing 
to an alternative approach in architecture and its pedagogy. 
Direct engagement with movement is another form of learning by doing that re-nurture our 
physical spatial intelligence we all have. It opens up our sensibility and awareness towards more 
relational perspectives through embodiment, expression and communication. The research 
activities experiment with movement as an agency and medium for perceiving, experiencing, 
articulating and conceiving architecture. As we become the medium itself, it brings changes as 
to how we see, understand, interpret and relate to the world around us. Working with movement 
enables us to naturally engage with human aspects of senses and emotions, and the intangibles 
and invisibles as values for constructing experience of space. 
The thesis starts with defining the territory of this transdisciplinary discourse to situate the 
research at the intersections overarching choreography/dance and architecture. It then 
investigates the connections between movement, mind and the body from neuroscience studies 
that support the thesis’ rational. The research then interrogates the educational implications and 
the value of activating physical spatial intelligence - the role of choreographic investigation that 
enables a paradigm shift in spatial perceptions. By moving, we become natural observers with 
awoken sensory sensitivities and questioning minds to view and relate to the world through 
the lens of movement and choreography. The final phase constitutes the design components 
consisted of A) Proposition of a series of choreographic methods in spatial investigation and 
creation through experimental movement labs, and B) A live performative installation project 
that will put the proposition A) into practice as the concluding case study of the research. 

CHOREOGRAPHY OF ARCHITECTURE
Re-evaluating Physical Spatial Intelligence; Cross-Fertilising Choreography with Architecture

Takako Hasegawa

Experimental movement lab invites participants for choreographic explorations by moving, and moving together.

Thesis Structure 

1: Architecture as Choreography and through Choreography 
2: Mind, Body, Movement, Space – Views from Neuroscience 

3: Movement as Architectural Education
4: Choreography of Architecture – Design Components

Abstract of Chapter 2
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

MIND, BODY, MOVEMENT, SPACE
Views from Neuroscience

The critical question I am asking in this chapter is ‘What happens when architects move?’ by 
investigating the working of the brain in relation to body and movememnt. H. F. Mallgrave 
discusses: ‘The answer seems to reside in the recent discovery of mirror neurons…. that allows 
us – preconsciously – to relate to and mentally stimulate the actions, intentions, and emotions of 
others, as well as the relationship of inanimate objects to one another. Surprisingly, one of the 
areas in which these neurons were first discovered … is an area in which also resides our capacity 
for speech.’ This supports the thesis argument that moving is a practice of thinking that produces 
meaning. When people move, the choreographed movement expresses the embodied ideas, and 
the intentions are very much readable. Furthermore, those with architectural background seem 
to directly manifest the relational understanding to space and environment, by moving naturally 
with spatial intentions and concerns. Compared to dancers whose body is the space itself both 
internally and externally, the architectural education seemed to have already laid a foundation 
for us to move with questions, and move with various spatial intentions and concerns. 
Other significant discourse uncovers the insightful theory on the brain-body relationship to 
sight. Our actions and movements are supported and supplemented by the visual information 
through our eyes, with which we automatically adjust and adopt without consciously thinking 
about them. ‘This sensory information feedback to the movement is what connects people, 
bodies and spaces’ says Asa Ito, in her book ‘Body that Remembers’. She further says, 
‘Thoughts exist between the body, objects and sight.’ arguing how our body thinks, learns and 
adopts, contrary to our common belief that the brain is the only thinking organ. This supports 
the thesis’ hypothesis of spatial physical intelligence, that we can nurture our body to think in 
a new way. With our direct subjective experience, we transform into our new self with new 
inner perspectives. ‘The body has plasticity; …, it undergoes a transformation as though it has 
updated the body’s operating system itself.’ Her claim ‘Body is also made through experience’ 
firmly supports the research rational. 
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Looking at contemporary ecological issues, critical thinkers, such as Latour, Morton, Graham 
Harman, and Descola make a strong case that the idea of Nature has changed, requiring a new 
perspective beyond the dualism of Nature and Culture. Building on these contributions, this 
thesis interrogates how the changing understanding and function of Nature has affected through 
history the urban condition - its visions, representations, laws and technologies. It is divided 
into two strands.
The first deals with the theoretical investigation on the idea of Nature, which begins with 
the assumption that the term does not just involve its phenomenal sides but also ways of 
thinking about it, with implications for the theory of architecture and the production of the 
built environment. In consequence, the thesis first considers the history of several ecological 
ideas and dwelling on the Arcadian approach within the natural sciences from the Eighteenth 
century, which is in opposition to the Imperialist approach. The latter is based on an idea of 
dominion over Nature that would prevail in the following centuries. In contrast, the Arcadian 
position, as represented by the naturalist Gilbert White’s works, which influenced some of the 
most significant ecological thinkers, from Thoreau to Carson, is sympathetic towards Nature. 
The research then moves on to a reconsideration of Rhetorical Arcadian Naturalism, as defined 
by Tafuri, to describe a research trajectory within the theory of architecture and the city that 
is very close to the pre-ecological thinking mentioned above. In this research context, Leon 
Battista Alberti’s works are representative, especially his earlier ethical dialogues, such as 
Theogenius and Momus, and later De re Aedificatoria.
            The second strand deals with Venice, a manifesto of the encounter between city and 
Nature and an extremely fragile urban ecosystem, highlighting the impact on ways of thinking 
architecture and the city, contributing to a reformulation of the concept of Cities after Nature.  

CITIES AFTER NATURE
Of the contemporary notion of Nature and its effect on the city

Chiara Toscani

Antonio Canaletto, Canal Grande

Thesis Structure 

I. Nature and Culture: a glossary
II. Notes on the Arcadian aesthetic approach

III. Venice the supreme manifesto 
IV. Research questions

Abstract of Chapter II. 
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

NOTES ON THE ARCADIAN AESTHETIC APPROACH
Leon Battista Alberti’s teaching and his historical context

The chapter investigates the connections between Alberti’s ideas of Nature and the city, by 
reflecting on the investigation of human nature and the idea of the citizenry, and human 
practices. Before completing De Re Aedificatoria, the earlier treatises De Pictura, Descriptio 
Urbis Romae, and De Statua, represent the first field of this investigation, combining theoretical 
and practical contributions. In Vita S. Potiti, Della Familia, Intercenales, Theogenius, Apologhi, 
Alberti investigates the inner essence of living beings, exploring the multiple connections with 
social structures, from the family to the civil body, and the environment. Through the various 
works, each ethical, pedagogical, political, and scientific issue deals with an aesthetic inner 
core. Conversely, every aesthetic issue opens up ethical questions.
In all of them, Nature is conceived as an all-encompassing and sacred realm to celebrate 
and preserve as well, especially from the human being’s destructive attitude. It is a model to 
imitate: ipso ex naturae gremio, for its external appearance, lines, shapes, and proportions, for 
its mathematical structure, inner essence, and behavior of animals (Canis and Musca). As a 
consequence, it becomes the term by means of which, beauty and the ethical value of human 
beings are defined, and ultimately human virtue and dignified civil society. This leads to further 
issues regarding the role of téchne, through the invention of new tools, the nature of artificial 
objects, and the project for a peaceful society.  
The understanding of this idea of Nature begins with Theogenius, a bucolic dialogue, settled 
in an Arcadian landscape. Here, Alberti unfolds many of these ideas, convicting the eagerness 
of humans to exploit Nature, by digging mountains, opening channels, etc. An unconventional 
argument, reaffirmed in the prologue of De re Aedificatoria, becomes a thread to investigate 
Alberti’s works and understand his thought in relation to authors such as Cicero, Pliny, and 
Barbaro.
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The thesis explores the studioification of the home, or rather, the process by which the home 
has been transformed into the studio. The figure of the artist is currently understood as a kind of 
curious prototype, whereby the sites of living and working are extended beyond the fixed site of 
the house to the studio, the street, the cafe, and the landscape beyond. Since their lives are rarely 
organised around conventional task divisions or family structures, they presage contemporary 
society’s embrace of the nomadic freelancer, who is supposedly no longer bound by the nuclear 
family or permanent fixed employment. This thesis argues that this informality of arrangement 
is in many ways a mischaracterisation and belies the role the state has in making such conditions.

It begins with a study of the 200 year period in which artists were resident at the Louvre in 
Paris, tracing Henri IV’s project to accommodate their life and work, to their eventual eviction 
from the building in 1805 by Napoleon. This case is used to foreshadow the ways in which 
the state would lay the foundations for a new subject to emerge: the artist as a freelancer. This 
newly conceived condition, not simply allowed by but indeed manufactured by the state, would 
come to constrict the life and work of the artist to a new kind of space: the artist’s studio. By 
identifying this inherent relationship between centralised power, the artist and their ‘informal’ 
living arrangements, the thesis traces the development of the studio and its total permeation into 
contemporary living as one of design, not accident.

THE STUDIOIFICATION OF THE HOME
The Artists’ Studio in Europe and USA from 1600 to Today

Elena Palacios Carral

Robert Rauschenberg’s Loft in 809 Broadway, New York, Drawing by Author
 

Thesis Structure 

I.The Freelancer: Centralisation and Individuation of Artistic Work in Paris  (1608–1805)
II.The Emergence of The Artist’s Studio:The Formation of the Artist’s Subjectivity in France 

(1808 - 1874)
III.The Art of Living:The Studio/Bedroom and The Precarious Artist in Paris (1901-1936)

IV.The Loft: The Appropriation of the Loft as Artists’ Studios in New York (1950-1980)
V. The Studio Apartment :The Appropriation of the “Studio” by the Real Estate Market in San 

Francisco (1965 - today)

Abstract of Chapter IV
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 31

The Loft
The Appropriation of the Loft as Artists’ Studios in New York (1950–1980)

Director of Studies P. V. Aureli Second Supervisor M. S. Giudici

This chapter traces the history of the industrial ‘loft’ in New York from its origins as a 
space appropriated for art production in the 1950s by artists until the 1980s, when lofts – as 
affordable and flexible spaces for artists – were largely purchased by the real estate market, 
who commodified them into a form of housing. As a space of art production, the development 
of the loft was determined by the rise of new art movements that questioned the artist’s medium 
specificity and the overall materiality of art. This resulted in a blurring of the distinction between 
performance, painting, and sculpture. Moreover, the function of the loft, as an enlargement 
of the studio, was re-conceptualised as a place for both material and immaterial production, 
including events and social entertainment as forms of art. As such, the loft became the material 
expression of a radical project that opposed art institutions. At the same time, the appropriation 
of loft spaces contradicted the separation of the politics of work and the politics of community, 
a socially acknowledged relationship that was prominent in the USA since the 19th century. A 
separation that was, initially, a mark of class privilege, that then led to a new form of urbanism. 
In sum, loft spaces offered the possibility of living in a totally unscripted space.  
Amongst others, the artists, Robert Rauschenberg, Eva Hesse and Andy Warhol have been 
used as key examples of how artists appropriated loft spaces. The loft not only challenged 
conventional forms of domesticity and association, but traditional forms of painting too. Or 
rather, it provoked a  reorganisation of domestic life as well as enlivening a new approach to 
the materiality of art, and an apparatus in which to question the composition, temporality, and 
dimensionality of an artwork. One example of this is Rauschenberg’s ability to (as termed by the 
artist) ‘combine’ types of artworks together. Rauschenberg titled his paintings as ‘combines,’ as 
they were pieces that mixed 2D and 3D artwork (painting and sculpture), to prove that painting 
existed beyond the two dimensional. He did this, whilst illegally occupying a loft to carry out 
his work. This, as well as other examples explored within this chapter, presents how certain 
attitudes may have led to the invention of a new aesthetic and typology of the studio, through 
the artists’ occupation and subsequent appropriation of the loft into conventional housing. 



FUCK THE CONTEXT
Understanding the idea of polis through commoning

Mathilde Redouté Thesis Structure 

I.Commons, Common, Commoning: From a noun to a verb
II. Commoning the land: From caring to owning

III. Commoning the production: From domesticity to city
IV. Commoning the reproduction: From autonomy to economy

Abstract of Chapter I. 
which will be presented on Wednesday, June 30

COMMONS, COMMON, COMMONING
From a noun to a verb

Etymologically, common comes from koinon, which Aristotle defined as a cohesive structure 
appeared in the VI century to take shared decision for the city. Even though the model evolved 
in the Roman empire to become a stand-alone category of the law, describing specific objects 
necessary to the survival of the people, which can’t be appropriated, Common has been 
forgotten and its resurgence arrived centuries later, in 1968. At this date, a biologist wrote a 
now famously infamous article to claim “The tragedy of the commons”. Even if his goal was to 
pragmatically solve the equation of mutual trust, which according is impossible and lead to ruin, 
his writings ironically started a craze by bringing back the subject at the center of discussions. 
The second polemic came from Elinor Ostrom’s answer to the question, which brought her a 
Nobel Prize of economy. By opening a breach in the dual dilemma State/Market, Elinor Ostrom 
demonstrated that a third way was possible: the common one. Indeed, after aggregating more 
than 1000 ground-based study case from all around the word, she selected and studied a few to 
demonstrate models through which commoning can unfold. 
Through the same process, the thesis will list the major actors of the subject, which all aim for 
the same action: defining common. The “case study” will then be Garrett Hardin and Elinor 
Ostrom but also Massimo de Angelis, Pierre Dardot, Christian Laval, David Bollier, Silke 
Helfrich, Peter Linebaugh, Stavros Stavrides, Stefan Gruber and Silvia Federici. 
All these authors, with their own background, tackle the challenge of understanding the substance 
of Common. Indeed, with the rise of internet, the Common object has become intangible, and 
its scale get demultiplied which has made citizens argued for a “World Common capital”. But 
the real issue lying behind those studies is the sustainable governance of the society. And, in 
this specific area, economic science has joined political philosophy and  psychology in the last 
century to better comprehend individual and collective behaviors. This innovative jump, which 
is the common ground of this thesis, is changing the way of perceiving the commons. From a 
object, it has become a verb. Commoning.  

Director of Studies P. V. Aureli Second Supervisor M. S. Giudici 

Monday 12th of October Elinor Ostrom received the Nobel Prize in economic science for her 
work on the “Analysis of economic governance, especially the commons”, and by doing so 
became the first woman winning this honour. One year after the 2008 crisis, the world is looking 
for new models of organization for financial markets through global economy. 
Originated from the Greek oikonomia meaning “household management”, the field of economy 
contemporary defines the management of scarce resources or all the human behaviors related 
to the production, distribution and consumption of goods and services. These last actions, 
historically located inside the house in the Greek polis, have been externalised and made possible 
through combinations of market transactions and collective or hierarchical decision making, that 
have been extended to the whole planet. Faced with the exponential growth of the population 
leading to increase consumption of natural resources that can’t be originally produced, the 
question of cohabitation through the right to access to its resources have changed the geography 
of the world. In that sense, architecture, as an organizational apparatus,  participates in a history 
of techniques and means by which the concrete shaping of our societies has taken place. Even 
if the Homo habilis appeared in Africa 2.5 million years ago, the idea of a common world, also 
called civilization, emerged when species had to share it. 
“How to live together” is thus one of the of the oldest but most relevant and pressing question 
humans have asked themselves. What to rely on? What are the first needs? How to manage 
our household planet? Who owns it? How is the environment produced and reproduced? Are 
the commons a tragedy ? How commoning, as a self-organized system of governance beyond 
market and state, have shaped cities? 
Having defined Common as an active debate, the thesis will follow the process of Hannah 
Arendt’s Human Conditions by exploring the vita activa through the three spheres of existence: 
environnemental territory which can’t be created, work which aims to produce lasting objects 
and labor for the sake of reproduction. 

Jerôme Bosch, Le jardin des délices, 1505



This project seeks to theorise the architecture of the factory as an origin of the spread of the 
logic of industrial production across Britain, Western Europe, and eventually globally. By 
beginning with the contained scale of the factory, my research will evidence how it acted as a 
node upon which different political and socio-economic agencies endemic to the development 
of capitalism into an entirely global system intersected.

 As an architectural object, the factory embodies generic reproducibility par excellence, 
its form and structure over time becoming subject solely to the whims of capital and its need for 
flexibility and fluidity. In theorising the spread of industrialised modes of production alongside 
technological developments in both machinery and structural engineering, I will show how this 
radically shifted contemporaneous understandings of the human relationship to both production 
and its coextensive forms of labour.

 The research examines this history initially through an interrogation of the antecedents 
to the 18th century mechanised factory followed by an analysis of the subsequent legislative 
interventions into the development of Britain’s global trade relations and of the ‘factory system’ 
across Britain and its colonies. Following this, the chapters three through five develop a site-
specific analysis of Manchester, England, a city which sat at the forefront of widespread social 
change during both the 1st and 2nd Industrial Revolutions, and the architectures fundamental 
to the spread of the systems of value that ran parallel with the technological developments of 
industrialisation, and fomented radically new and complex class relations.

SHINING STEEL TEMPERED IN THE FIRE
The Architecture of the Factory, Manchester 1760-1915

George Jepson

View of the entrace to the Venice Arsenal. Canaletto, 1732.

Thesis Structure

I. A Genealogy of the Factory: From the Mediterranean to Manchester.

II. Legislation and Law: The State and Crown as Agents of Industry

III. Early Mills: 1760-1800

IV. Cottonopolis: The Rise of an Industrial Powerhouse, 1800-1890

V. The Second Industrial Revolution: Infrastructure and Decline, 1890-1915

Abstract of Chapter I

A Genealogy of The Factory
From the Mediterranean to Manchester

Developing a narrative arc that begins with the Roman Castrum and moves across the Islamic, 
Venetian, Portuguese, and Dutch Empires, Chapter I: A Genealogy of the Factory traces the 
etymology of the modern term ‘factory’ so as to evidence the architectures of trade coextensive 
with a series of mercantile economies. Given the militaristic imperatives of the castrum – and the 
typological consistencies across my sites of research – the genealogy outlines the innate binding 
of trade, empire, and militaristic expansion that allowed for the expansion and consolidation of 
territorial holdings and trade monopolies.

 Following the etymological thread backwards from the factory, we encounter the Islamic 
funduq, the Italian fondaco, the Portuguese Feitoria, and the Dutch factorijj as the paradigmatic 
architectures of trade and expansion. In framing the factory as a diagram of relations – over and 
above any solely typological analysis – I develop a definition of the factory beyond that of a 
building. Rather, as a diagram of relationships I seek to show how , despite formal consistencies, 
the factory’s central function was always one of exchange, distribution, and circulation. Prior to 
the spatial division of labour that was implementing within 18th mechanised factory in Britain, 
the function of the factory was logistical before it was productive. In drawing this narrative arc, 
I aim to evidence a series of antecedents to the modern factory, provide a counter-narrative to 
its current, restrictive history, and, fundamentally, to outline a series functional continuities and 
concurrencies across historic architectures of trade.
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